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DEBATING OUTCOMES OF THE ANTITRUST CHALLENGES BETWEEN THE PGA TOUR AND THE LIV GOLF TOUR

JOHN A. FORTUNATO*

I. INTRODUCTION

The PGA Tour was confronted with an unprecedented business challenge when the LIV Golf Tour launched its inaugural series of tournaments in 2022. Several major tournament champion golfers left the PGA Tour to join LIV Golf. The LIV Golf Tour features a lucrative compensation system where each tournament in 2022 had prize money totaling $25 million. Every golfer is guaranteed to be paid when competing. LIV Golf tournaments also have a unique format where there is an individual and team competition that create additional earning opportunities.

The PGA Tour suspended the golfers who participated in a LIV Golf tournament. The PGA Tour then introduced several compensation initiatives to entice golfers to remain on the PGA Tour and not defect to LIV Golf. These actions by the PGA Tour ignited legal challenges. An investigation by the

* John A. Fortunato, Ph. D., is a professor at Fordham University in the Gabelli School of Business, Area of Communication and Media Management. Dr. Fortunato is the author of six books, including Commissioner: The Legacy of Pete Rozelle, Sports Sponsorship: Principles & Practices, and Making the Cut: Inside the PGA TOUR System. He has published more than sixty journal articles and book chapters, including multiple law reviews. Dr. Fortunato received his Ph.D. from Rutgers University in the School of Communication.

1. Professional golf’s major tournaments are: The Masters, United States Open, PGA Championship, and The Open Championship. Phil Mickelson, Dustin Johnson, Sergio Garcia, Louis Oosthuizen, and Graeme McDowell played in the first LIV Golf tournament. The second LIV Golf tournament added Bryson DeChambeau, Brooks Koepka, and Patrick Reed.


3. Id.

4. Id.
United States Department of Justice was reported in July 2022. A lawsuit was filed by eleven LIV golfers against the PGA Tour in August 2022. The allegations are that the PGA Tour is a monopoly that is acting in ways that limit industry competition and suppress golfers’ earnings. The legal framework that highlights this business conduct is antitrust law.

The antitrust laws of the United States are designed to protect and promote the economic competitiveness of a marketplace by combating trusts and other arrangements that have the potential to restrain trade. Through the Department of Justice investigation and the antitrust lawsuit, the PGA Tour is being required to justify why its policies and practices both prior to and in response to the existence of the LIV Golf Tour are in compliance with the antitrust ideals of promoting and inducing competition. The legal challenges will determine if the PGA Tour’s actions are an unreasonable restraint of trade under the rule of reason standard.

The PGA Tour is a 501(c)(6) corporation. Its mission is that “[b]y showcasing golf’s greatest players, we engage, inspire and positively impact our fans, partners and communities worldwide.” The business structure of the PGA Tour is that it negotiates media rights and sponsorship agreements that fund the golfers’ prize money for its tournaments. The PGA Tour believes that this model has driven financial and historical legacy benefits for all of its members.


8. Complaint, supra note 6, at 9.


10. Complaint, supra note 6, at 36.


13. Id.
The PGA Tour cites that LIV Golf launched its league and recruited golfers as evidence that it is not hindering competition in professional golf. The PGA Tour also points out that the LIV Golf Tour is funded by the government of Saudi Arabia. It is this controversial relationship, and not the actions of the PGA Tour, that is hindering the LIV Golf Tour from attracting business partnerships with media, sponsors, more golfers, and fans.

One question is why professional golfers cannot compete in both leagues. Tournaments are often played simultaneously. The position of the PGA Tour is that if golfers choose to play in a LIV Golf tournament that has higher prize money that is guaranteed, PGA Tour’s event is less appealing for its business partners of broadcast networks and sponsors, and to consumers. The PGA Tour claims that the LIV Tour golfers cannot “force the [PGA] TOUR to allow LIV to freeride off the TOUR’s investment and goodwill by compelling the TOUR to allow Plaintiffs to play in both TOUR and LIV events.”

The LIV Golf Tour’s position is that professional golfers are independent contractors who should be permitted to play when and where they choose. LIV Golf and its players argue that the PGA Tour’s decision to suspend golfers, “deprived Plaintiffs’ opportunities to continue playing on the Tour, earning deserved compensation, earning opportunities into Majors, sponsorship relationships and revenue, and future opportunities to play and earn on the Tour. The Tour’s punishments have also caused irreparable harm to Plaintiffs’ goodwill, reputation, and brand.”

II. ANTITRUST LAW

On July 2, 1890, the United States Congress passed the Sherman Antitrust Act, with the primary purpose of combating trusts and other arrangements that have the potential to unfairly restrain trade. Section One of the Sherman Antitrust Act prohibits combinations and conspiracies that are in restraint of trade. Section Two examines the practice of monopolization, with firms deemed an illegal monopoly if: (1) they have monopoly power and (2) there has

15. Id.
16. Id. at 19.
17. Complaint, supra note 6, at 89.
been a willful acquisition or maintenance of that power through predatory or exclusionary conduct.\textsuperscript{20}

The goal of the Sherman Antitrust Act is to foster competition within an industry marketplace. There, essentially, must be an environment where there is an availability of options for consumers. Lacy and Vermeer suggest that in a marketplace, “[a]t the most basic level, competition exists when one or more potential buyers consider two or more products to be acceptable substitutes for each other.”\textsuperscript{21} Petty explains that the antitrust laws concern themselves with a lack of competition through collusion or exclusion.\textsuperscript{22} He defines “collusion” as competitors agreeing with each other in order to restrict competition in the market, and “exclusion” as a single company purposefully acting to drive or keep others from capturing a part of its particular market.\textsuperscript{23}

The language of the Sherman Antitrust Act is, however, broad and ambiguous. Viewed widely, one could interpret it to declare almost every type of agreement between two or more businesses illegal. The Supreme Court held that only those agreements that operate as an “unreasonable” restraint of trade are in violation of the law.\textsuperscript{24} This assessment has come to be known as “the rule of reason.” The rule of reason applies standards about the effect that the conduct under scrutiny will have on competition—whether competition will increase through the conduct and whether any potential restraint is necessary for a legitimate competitive purpose.\textsuperscript{25}

The application of the rule of reason standard follows a three-step process. The plaintiff has the initial burden of demonstrating that the conduct led to a less competitive marketplace as produced by an increase in price, a decrease in output, or a deterioration in the quality of goods or services.\textsuperscript{26} If that is established, the defendant has the ability to justify its conduct as procompetitive. If the defendant is able to provide some justification, the final part of applying the rule of reason standard is a ruling by the courts, consisting of an analysis of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{20} Id. at 131-32.
  \item \textsuperscript{21} Stephen Lacy & Jan P. Vermeer, \textit{Theoretical and Practical Considerations in Operationalizing Newspaper and Television Competition}, 8 J. Media Econ. 49, 50 (1995).
  \item \textsuperscript{22} PETTY, supra note 19, at 131.
  \item \textsuperscript{23} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 58 (1911).
\end{itemize}
whether less restrictive conduct alternatives are feasible.\textsuperscript{27} LaBletta observes that “[u]nder the rule of reason standard, courts balance all the competitive harms and benefits of a particular business arrangement before labeling it an unreasonable restraint of trade.”\textsuperscript{28} Lisovicz summarizes, “[a] restraint is considered unreasonable if, under the totality of the circumstances, its anticompetitive effects outweigh its procompetitive effects.”\textsuperscript{29} 

The application of antitrust laws has to consider the unique competitive characteristics of a specific industry. Regulatory questions in the context of sports tend to focus on team sports and the economic complexity that sports leagues claim of their need for franchise revenue sharing and league competitive balance in their industry.\textsuperscript{30} It has been pointed out that competitive balance is linked to a league’s equitable distribution of revenues.\textsuperscript{31} Lisovicz explains, “[w]hereas in most industries firms’ decision-making processes are guided entirely by the goal of maximizing profits at the expense of competitors, professional sports franchises must act not only in their individual self-interest but also in the best interests of the league as a whole.”\textsuperscript{32} He adds:

\begin{quote}
[i]nstead of focusing solely on their own profitability, clubs have a significant interest in seeing their competitors succeed, which is necessary to ensure the success of the league as a whole. Although clubs compete vigorously on the field of play and vie for fans and sponsorships, cooperation and restraints on competition in some aspects of business are essential to a league’s survival. Truly “free and unfettered competition,” the hallmark of an ideal marketplace, is simply not possible in the sports industry.\textsuperscript{33}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{27} Lisovicz, supra note 26, at 221-22.
\textsuperscript{28} LaBletta, supra note 25, at 197.
\textsuperscript{29} Lisovicz, supra note 26, at 208.
\textsuperscript{32} Lisovicz, supra note 26, at 209.
\textsuperscript{33} Id. at 210.
While there are business similarities in trying to attract media partners, sponsors, and fans, sports leagues are not monolithic. Their distinguishing business practices have to be considered in an antitrust context. For example, in terms of college sports, the seminal antitrust case is the 1984 Supreme Court ruling in NCAA v. Regents of the University of Oklahoma. In this lawsuit, several universities with major college football programs argued against the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and its television partners’ policies that limited the number of games being aired and limited the number of times that each university could appear on television. The universities claimed that these restrictions reduced output and hindered their economic opportunities.

The Supreme Court ruled seven to two that the restraints imposed by the NCAA were anticompetitive. The NCAA lost control over singularly negotiating television contracts for regular season games. The individual universities decided to give their affiliated conferences the ability to negotiate television deals with the networks. The Court did, however, state that “most of the regulatory controls of the NCAA are justifiable means of fostering competition among amateur athletic teams and therefore procompetitive because they enhance public interest in intercollegiate athletics.”

Perhaps, more applicable to the professional golf industry which centers on individual golfers’ earnings are the recent antitrust challenges against the NCAA involving student-athlete compensation. The uniformity of a student-athlete scholarship was challenged in Jenkins v. NCAA. The plaintiffs argued that the scholarship system was restrictive because it limited competition, hindering the student-athletes earning capability by not permitting them to shop their talents on an open market. The complaint filed with the court claimed:

instead of allowing their member institutions to compete for the services of those players while operating their businesses, Defendants have entered into what amounts to cartel

35. Id. at 94
36. Id. at 88.
37. Id. at 85.
38. The Big Ten reached a seven-year broadcast agreement with CBS, Fox, and NBC that will start in 2023 and pay the conference a reported total of $7.5 billion. See, e.g., Laine Higgins, Big Ten Strikes $7.5 Billion Deal For TV Rights, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 18, 2022, 9:55 AM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-ten-tv-rights-11660829533.
39. Bd. of Regents of the Univ. of Okla., 468 U.S at 117.
agreements with the avowed purpose and effect of placing a ceiling on the compensation that may be paid to these athletes for their services.\textsuperscript{41}

A settlement totaling $208 million offered payments between $5,000 and $7,500 to the student-athletes who are part of the class action.\textsuperscript{42}

The court ruled that the NCAA violated antitrust laws and could no longer use student-athletes’ name, image, and likeness without compensation in \textit{O’Bannon v. NCAA}.\textsuperscript{43} In the initial ruling by United States District Court Judge Claudia Wilken, the result of the \textit{O’Bannon v. NCAA} lawsuit was that universities must set aside a minimum payment of $5,000 per year for each football and men’s basketball player for the use of their name, image, and likeness.\textsuperscript{44} The student-athletes would receive that money after they were no longer eligible to play in college.\textsuperscript{45} Judge Wilken did provide the NCAA with some measure of victory by allowing the NCAA to cap the money paid to student-athletes.\textsuperscript{46} The appellate court affirmed that the NCAA’s rules were restrictive but held that compensation for student-athletes would come in the form of cost of attendance.\textsuperscript{47}

The initial argument presented by the plaintiffs in \textit{Alston v. NCAA},\textsuperscript{48} first filed in 2014, was that the NCAA and the conferences violated antitrust laws with claims that an athletic scholarship is not equivalent to the full cost of attendance.\textsuperscript{49} In March 2019, Judge Wilken found that the NCAA violated antitrust laws with rules that are anticompetitive. Wilken ruled that the compensation related to education cannot be capped.\textsuperscript{50} The court, however, was clear that “non-cash education-related benefits” are for “legitimate education-related costs,” not luxury cars or expensive musical instruments for students.

\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{43} O’Bannon v. NCAA, 802 F.3d 1049, 1079 (9th Cir. 2015). For a first-hand account of the lawsuit, see generally Ed O’BANNON WITH MICHAEL MCCANN, COURT JUSTICE: THE INSIDE STORY OF MY BATTLE AGAINST THE NCAA (Diversion Books 2018).
\textsuperscript{44} O’Bannon v. NCAA, 7 F. Supp. 3d 955, 1008 (N.D. Cal. 2014).
\textsuperscript{45} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} Id.
\textsuperscript{47} O’Bannon, 802 F.3d at 1079.
\textsuperscript{48} \textit{In re NCAA Grant-in-Aid Cap Antitrust Litig.}, 375 F. Supp. 3d 1058, 1062 (N.D. Cal. 2019), aff’d, 958 F.3d 1239, 1247 (9th Cir. 2020), aff’d sub nom. NCAA v. Alston, 141 S. Ct. 2141 (2021).
\textsuperscript{49} Id. at 1062
\textsuperscript{50} Id.
who are not studying music. The decision was appealed by the plaintiffs who requested that conferences and universities be permitted to offer benefits beyond those directly tied to education. The NCAA appealed to have the decision completely overturned.

In May 2020, a three-judge panel in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals unanimously affirmed that the NCAA violated antitrust laws by restricting competition of student-athlete compensation related to education. Another appeal by the NCAA asking for a reversal of the Ninth Circuit Court ruling resulted in the Supreme Court in December 2020, agreeing to hear the case. A critical distinction in antitrust adjudication is raised in Alston, whereas the question under scrutiny in the typical antitrust case is business behavior leading to less industry competition and higher prices for consumers, while the question regarding the NCAA practices is one of antitrust competition in labor markets with business behavior leading to a suppression of wages.

Alston was decided on June 21, 2021, when the Supreme Court unanimously ruled that the NCAA was in violation of the antitrust laws by having anticompetitive practices of capping the educational benefits that student-athletes could receive. Individual universities are not required to offer additional educational benefits to student-athletes through this ruling, but they are permitted to do so.

The relevance of the student-athlete compensation rulings is that it deals with the competitive environment for talent, now very much at issue in the professional golf industry. In professional team sports, the agreements between the league owners and their respective players’ associations govern the acquisition and compensation for talent. There has not been competition for players in a professional team sports league in the United States since the American Basketball Association challenged the National Basketball Association in the 1970s, and the United States Football League (USFL) challenged the National Football League (NFL) in the 1980s.

52. In re NCAA Grant-in-Aid Cap Antitrust Litig., 958 F.3d at 1243-44.
53. See id. at 1240.
The USFL signed many top college players and recruited others to defect from the NFL. The USFL filed an antitrust lawsuit against the NFL. The USFL claimed that the NFL pressured television networks to not broadcast USFL games as it planned to move its season from the spring to the fall and directly compete with the NFL. The jury found that the NFL acquired and maintained a monopoly position of professional football and that this position caused injury to the USFL. The jury, however, awarded the USFL only one dollar in damages, an amount trebled to three dollars. The USFL was also awarded court costs. The jury concluded that the NFL did not control or attempt to control the television market. The jury indicated that the USFL’s business problems were the result of its own mismanagement. The USFL’s request for a new trial on damages was denied.

The launch of the LIV Golf Tour created a competition for professional golfer talent. The PGA Tour’s decision to suspend the golfers who participated in a LIV Golf tournament led to new scrutiny of its business operations. The policies of the PGA Tour were the subject of a Federal Trade Commission investigation in 1994. There were two provisions of the PGA Tour bylaws concerning golfers’ participation in non-PGA Tour events that were called into question. The first provision was that golfers need the permission of the PGA Tour commissioner to compete in other televised golf tournaments. The second provision was that golfers have to request and be granted a release by the PGA Tour commissioner to play in tournaments that are in conflict with the PGA Tour. The government dropped its inquiry without any action being taken against the PGA Tour.

III. THE PGA TOUR ECONOMIC MODEL

Basic information about the financial structure and business operations of the PGA Tour is necessary to properly dissect if its policies have any potential

58. Id. at 1166.
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Id at 1052.
64. Id. at 1058.
65. Radnofsky & Beaton, supra note 5.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
antitrust implications. The PGA Tour has a complex competitive system of qualifying for entrance into a tournament that uses a priority list that is based on a golfer’s accomplishments. The tournament entrance priority list is adjusted at the beginning of each new season. The golfers positioned higher on the priority list have the right of first refusal to compete in a tournament, meaning that the golfers in a lower position may need some golfers in a higher position to decide not to play for them to have the opportunity to compete. Winning a tournament is one accomplishment that provides a golfer high priority status that guarantees entrance into any regular season tournament.

The PGA Tour’s compensation system is based on a golfer’s performance. Each finishing position offers a specific amount of prize money. Every golfer once entered into a PGA tournament needs to be in the top seventy on the leaderboard, plus ties, after the second round of the tournament to continue to play in the third and fourth rounds, referred to as making the tournament cut. Only golfers who make the cut receive compensation for that week’s tournament.

Every finishing position on a tournament leaderboard also offers a certain amount of FedEx Cup points. In 2007, the PGA Tour introduced the season-long FedEx Cup points and playoff format. The points accumulated in a season determine entrance into the FedEx Cup Playoffs. A limited number of golfers advance to the playoff tournament. The FedEx Cup Playoffs culminate in the Tour Championship, in which the top thirty golfers compete. Golfers earn bonuses for the end-of-season finish in the FedEx Cup standings.

The PGA Tour has lucrative partnerships with television networks and sponsors as a funding source for its tournament prize money (tickets are another revenue source for the PGA Tour). The PGA Tour reached nine-year agreements with broadcast partners CBS and NBC that began in 2022 and will


70. Golfers may also receive entrance into a regular season tournament through a sponsor exemption, being one of the four golfers who shoot the lowest score in an 18-hole qualifying round that is played on Monday of the week of the tournament, or if a golfer who finishes in the top ten, including ties, in a tournament qualifies for entrance into the next regular season tournament. Id.

71. Winning a major tournament provides high-priority status for the remainder of the current season and the following five seasons. A victory in other prestigious tournaments, including the Tour Championship, the Players Championship, Arnold Palmer Invitational, the Memorial, or any World Golf Championship tournaments provides a high priority status for the remainder of the current season and the following three seasons. A victory in a regular season tournament provides a high-priority status for the remainder of the current season and the following two seasons. Id. at 18.

72. FORTUNATO, supra note 69, at 45.

73. About Us, supra note 11.

74. Id.
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run through 2030. The PGA Tour also reached an agreement with ESPN Plus to be the exclusive streaming service of PGA Tour Live, a platform that provides live coverage of featured golfers or the play on a specific hole, on-demand video clips, and speed replays of a round. The PGA Tour earns $700 million annually through these media agreements.

The PGA Tour altered its schedule prior to the 2018-19 season to conclude the regular season earlier and reduce the number of FedEx Cup Playoff tournaments from four to three. This schedule change allowed the FedEx Cup Playoffs to be completed by the third week in August instead of in September, avoiding competition from football and the last weeks of the baseball season.

The revised schedule meant that networks with contracts to televise college football and the NFL that would not have been able to broadcast the FedEx Cup Playoffs now had the ability to bid for the rights to broadcast these playoff tournaments. CBS, for example, televised only the first round of the FedEx Cup Playoffs in the years prior to this schedule change, prevented by commitments to televise football from airing later FedEx Cup tournaments. CBS and NBC annually alternate televising the FedEx Cup Playoff tournaments in the recent agreement. More networks bidding is attributed as a primary reason that the PGA Tour saw its media rights increase from $400 million to $700 million.

The PGA Tour has sponsors in many product categories. The PGA Tour is considered to be appealing to television networks and sponsors because its audience is, “affluent, educated, and serves as business decision makers.”

IV. THE LIV GOLF TOUR ECONOMIC MODEL

The LIV Golf Tour describes its mission, “is to build on and complement the existing format of professional golf and take it to new levels of excitement.
and engagement with generations of fans."\[^{83}\] The predominant appeal for golfers to join the LIV Golf Tour is its lucrative compensation system. Each LIV Golf tournament has prize money totaling $25 million. There is $20 million in prize money for golfers’ individual performances. LIV Golf has a tournament format where each of the forty-eight golfers competing earns guaranteed prize money. The winner of the tournament receives $4 million, while the forty-eighth place finisher receives $120,000.\[^{84}\]

An additional $30 million is provided for the individual season-long competition. An individual season champion is recognized based on all of a golfer’s tournament performances. The top golfer for the LIV Tour season in 2022 earned $18 million, with $8 million for second place, and $4 million for third place.\[^{85}\]

There is a simultaneous team competition at each LIV Golf tournament. Each team consists of four golfers. The two lowest golfers’ scores in the first two rounds count for each team. The three lowest golfers’ scores count for the third and final round. The lowest team score at the end of the tournament is the winner of the team competition. There is $5 million for the team portion of the tournament. The first-place team is awarded $3 million, the second-place team earns $1.5 million, and the third-place team earns $500,000.\[^{86}\]

The eighth and final tournament of the LIV Golf season was the team championship event. This was a twelve-team seeded elimination tournament played over four days. There was $50 million in prize money for the team championship event. All twelve teams were guaranteed prize money. The first-place team earned $16 million, while the last-place team earned $1 million. Each golfer received twenty-five percent of the team’s earnings.\[^{87}\]

Golfers also received signing bonuses for joining the LIV Golf Tour. It was reported that Phil Mickelson was paid $200 million to join the LIV Golf Tour, an amount that he did not confirm or deny.\[^{88}\] Bryson DeChambeau was reportedly paid a signing bonus of $100 million to join the LIV Golf Tour.\[^{89}\]

The financial appeal of joining the LIV Golf Tour is enhanced by the golfers having to play in fewer tournaments. The LIV Golf Tour had eight tournaments

---


\[^{84}\] Dunn, supra note 2.

\[^{85}\] Id.

\[^{86}\] Id.

\[^{87}\] Id.


in its inaugural season. Each LIV tournament consists of only fifty-four holes and is completed in three rounds.

Some of the LIV Golf players commented on the lucrative guaranteed payments and the LIV tournament format. Bryson DeChambeau claimed, “I run and operate my golf as a business.” Dustin Johnson stated of his decision to join the LIV Golf Tour that, “I thought it was best for me and my family . . . I don’t want to play golf for the rest of my life, which I felt like I was probably going to have to do.” Brooks Koepka stated when he joined LIV Golf, “[w]hat I’ve had to go through the last two years on my knees, the pain, the rehab, all this stuff, I need a little bit more time off.”

The LIV Golf Tour is funded by the Saudi Arabia sovereign wealth fund. The relationship with the government of Saudi Arabia has been noted as hindering the LIV Golf Tour from attracting business partnerships with television networks and sponsors. The LIV Golf Tour did not have a broadcast rights agreement for the television distribution of its tournaments in the United States in 2022. LIV Golf streamed its tournaments on its own website, YouTube, and Facebook.

Some golfers commented on Saudi Arabia funding the LIV Golf series. Phil Mickelson, in particular, brought much attention to LIV Golf and its relationship


94. Beaton, supra note 92.


96. Ourand & Karp, supra note 81.


98. Ourand & Karp, supra note 81.

99. Id.
with Saudi Arabia in February 2022. Mickelson described the Saudi Arabia regime as “scary” and acknowledged that the country has a “horrible record on human rights.”

Graeme McDowell commented when he was asked at a press conference the week of the first LIV Golf tournament about Saudi Arabia’s human rights policies. He stated:

[i]f Saudi Arabia wanted to use the game of golf as a way for them to get to where they want to be and they have the resources to accelerate that experience, I think we’re proud to help them on that journey – using the game of golf and the abilities that we have to help grow the sport and take them to where they want to be.

McDowell added, “[i]f we tried to cure geopolitical situations in every country in the world that we play golf in, we wouldn’t play a lot of golf.”

Several golfers had their sponsorships terminated when they joined the LIV Golf Tour. Some sponsors alluded to LIV Golf’s relationship with Saudi Arabia in their announcement that they were ceasing their partnerships. For example, golf equipment manufacturer Callaway stated when it terminated its sponsorship with Phil Mickelson, that his comments did not “reflect our values or what we stand for as a company.” UPS stated that it would focus on sponsorship initiatives that are “consistent with our business priorities.” Other sponsors highlighted their partnerships with the PGA Tour when announcing that they were terminating their sponsorships of LIV Tour golfers. For example,


101. Id.

102. Beaton, supra note 95.

103. Id.


RBC,\textsuperscript{106} Bridgestone,\textsuperscript{107} and Rocket Mortgage\textsuperscript{108} referenced their relationships with the PGA Tour in their statements.

V. PGA TOUR’S RESPONSE TO THE LIV GOLF TOUR: PGA TOUR MEMBERS

The PGA Tour engaged in several actions to confront the threat of the LIV Golf Tour and try to prevent more golfers from defecting. The PGA Tour made changes to its tournament and player compensation system. The PGA Tour announced on June 22, thirteen days after the first LIV Golf tournament, that it increased the prize money for eight tournaments. Seven tournaments would reach $20 million in prize money, and The Players Championship prize money was increased to $25 million.\textsuperscript{109} The increased prize money would be funded by sponsors and money in the PGA Tour reserve operating fund.\textsuperscript{110}

The field for the FedEx Cup Playoff tournaments was altered as part of the PGA Tour’s initial set of changes. There would be seventy golfers for the first playoff tournament, down from 125, and fifty golfers for the second tournament, down from seventy.\textsuperscript{111} The Tour Championship, the third and final tournament of the FedEx Cup Playoffs would continue to have thirty golfers.\textsuperscript{112}

Jay Monahan, PGA Tour commissioner, held a press conference on June 22, 2022, the day before the start of that week’s PGA Tour event, to explain the PGA Tour’s new initiatives. He stated, “implementing substantial changes to our schedule gives us the best opportunity to not only drive earnings to our players, but also improve our product and create a platform for continued growth in the future” and “a more compelling product for our players, fans, and partners.”\textsuperscript{113}


\textsuperscript{108} Baer, supra note 89.


\textsuperscript{110} Id.


\textsuperscript{112} Id.

\textsuperscript{113} Id.
The PGA Tour announced an enhanced relationship with the Dubai Ports (DP) World Tour, the governing body for the tournaments that many European golfers participate, on June 28, 2022. The partnership between the PGA Tour and the DP World Tour allows the golfers on those tours to compete in co-sanctioned tournaments. The leading ten DP World Tour golfers at the end of the season will now have access to all PGA Tour events the following season.

The PGA Tour announced on the same day that it was increasing the number of golfers from twenty-five to thirty who qualify for the PGA Tour from the Korn Ferry Tour, the developmental tour of the PGA Tour. The Korn Ferry Tour represented approximately eighty percent of the PGA Tour’s playing membership in 2022. The prize money was also going to be increased for Korn Ferry Tour events.

On August 24, 2022, the PGA Tour announced four more initiatives: (1) four additional tournaments were elevated to having a purse of at least $20 million, bringing the total number of regular season tournaments at that value to twelve; (2) the top PGA Tour golfers committed to playing in all twelve of the higher prize money tournaments every season, along with the four major tournaments; The Players Championship, and three other tournaments of their choosing to bring their regular season guaranteed number of appearances to twenty; (3) the PGA Tour increased the money allocated for the Players Impact Program which recognizes the golfers who generate the most positive interest in promoting golf from $40 million to $100 million and it will be dispersed to twenty golfers, up from ten; and (4) the PGA Tour introduced the Earnings Assurance Program. This guarantees PGA Tour members at least $500,000 for the season if they play in fifteen tournaments, but do not earn that amount of prize money.


115. The three co-sanctioned tournaments are the Scottish Open, Barbasol Championship, and Barracuda Championship. Id.

116. Id.


118. Id.


120. The PGA Tour launched the Players Impact Program in 2021. See Beaton, supra note 88.

121. Golf’s Top Players Make ‘Unprecedented Commitment’ to TOUR, Future Schedule, supra note 119.
Monahan explained, “[t]he TOUR is going to continue to grow by having the best players in the world committed to it, by us continuing to lean into and invest in our ethos, which is the single-best competitive platform.” He added, “[t]oday is a culmination of a strengthened partnership between the TOUR and the players, and amongst the players themselves . . . . It’s unprecedented for our TOUR and a testament to who these guys are and what they believe in.”

VI. PGA TOUR’S RESPONSE TO THE LIV GOLF TOUR: LIV TOUR GOLFERS

PGA Tour members can request to play in three other events per season that have to be played outside of North America. Several golfers, including Phil Mickelson, put in a request for approval from the PGA Tour to play in the first LIV Golf tournament. The PGA Tour announced on May 10, 2022, that it was denying the request of its member golfers to participate in LIV Golf tournaments. The decision was defined as being made “in accordance with the PGA TOUR Tournament Regulations.”

Shortly after LIV Golf’s first tournament began on June 9, 2022, Jay Monahan announced that the golfers who were participating in that and future LIV Golf tournaments were suspended from the PGA Tour. Those golfers would not be able to participate in any PGA Tour events, including tournaments on the PGA Champions Tour, the tour for golfers over the age of fifty, the Korn Ferry Tour, and the President’s Cup, the match-play event that is held every two years where golfers from the United States compete against golfers from Asia. The golfers who played in a LIV Golf tournament were also immediately removed from the season’s PGA Tour FedEx Cup points standings.

Monahan stated in a memo sent to the PGA Tour golfers and posted on the Tour’s website that the LIV participants “have made their choice for their own
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financial-based reasons. But they can’t demand the same PGA TOUR membership benefits, considerations, opportunities and platform as you. That expectation disrespects you, our fans and our partners.”  

LIV Golf responded on Twitter to the decision by the PGA Tour to suspend the golfers. The LIV Golf statement read:

[t]oday’s announcement by the PGA Tour is vindictive and it deepens the divide between the Tour and its members. It’s troubling that the Tour, an organization dedicated to creating opportunities for golfers to play the game, is the entity blocking golfers from playing. This certainly is not the last word on this topic. The era of free agency is beginning as we are proud to have a full field of players joining us in London, and beyond.

Monahan highlighted that the LIV Golf Tour was funded by the Saudi Arabia Public Investment Fund in the interview with Jim Nantz of CBS that was part of the network’s coverage of that week’s PGA Tour event on the same weekend as the first LIV tournament. Monahan stated, “I would ask any player who has left or any player who would ever consider leaving, have you ever had to apologize for being a member of the PGA Tour?”

Monahan addressed the economic realities of the PGA Tour in comparison to the Saudi Arabia-funded LIV Golf Tour at a press conference on June 22, stating, “[i]f this is an arms race and if the only weapons here are dollar bills, the PGA Tour can’t compete. The PGA Tour, an American institution, can’t compete with a foreign monarchy that is spending billions of dollars in an attempt to buy the game of golf.” Monahan added, “[w]e welcome good, healthy competition. The LIV Saudi Golf League is not that. It’s an irrational threat, one not concerned with the return on investment or true growth of the game.”

The position of LIV Golf is to co-exist with the PGA Tour and to have it so that golfers can participate in both PGA Tour and LIV Golf tournaments as they
desire. Greg Norman, LIV Golf Commissioner and CEO, described that LIV Golf has not:

done anything other than putting together a business model and giving independent contractors a right to earn a living doing something else, as well as still being a member of the PGA Tour. The entire business model from the ground up was built to coexist within the ecosystem of golf, coexist within the majors, coexist with the DP World Tour, coexist with the PGA Tour. Allowing the players to play here and play there.

VII. LEGAL CHALLENGES TO THE PGA TOUR

The PGA Tour’s suspension of the LIV Tour golfers created the conditions for the antitrust, non-competitive marketplace environment claims. A letter sent by the LIV Golf Tour to golfers and agents pointed out that the PGA Tour’s banning golfers who joined LIV Golf, would “likely cause the federal government to investigate and punish the PGA Tour’s unlawful practices.”

On July 11, 2022, it was reported in the Wall Street Journal that the United States Department of Justice was investigating if the PGA Tour engaged in anticompetitive practices that violated antitrust laws. The media report of the investigation stated that the Department of Justice Antitrust Division inquired with golfers’ agents about the PGA Tour’s bylaws that govern golfers’ participation in non-PGA Tour events and the actions that the PGA Tour took in reacting to the launch of the LIV Golf Tour.

It was reported on October 26, 2022, in the Wall Street Journal that the Department of Justice investigation included the organizations that govern golf’s major tournament championships in the United States. The probe
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included the Augusta National Golf Club, the organization that runs the Masters golf tournament, the United States Golf Association, which oversees the U.S. Open tournament, and the PGA of America, an organization different from the PGA Tour which operates the PGA Championship.\textsuperscript{140} LIV golfers did participate in the U.S. Open and The Open Championship in 2022. Both of those major tournaments were held after LIV Golf had its first tournament.

The Augusta National Golf Club announced on December 20, 2022, that it would allow any eligible golfers to compete in the Masters.\textsuperscript{141} Former Masters tournament champions receive automatic entry into the Masters, making prominent LIV golfers eligible to compete.\textsuperscript{142} Fred Ridley, Augusta National Golf Club chairman, stated:

[r]egrettably, recent actions have divided men’s professional golf by diminishing the virtues of the game and the meaningful legacies of those who built it . . . . Although we are disappointed in these developments, our focus is to honor the tradition of bringing together a pre-eminent field of golfers this coming April.\textsuperscript{143}

LIV golfers initiated legal proceedings against the established organizations of professional golf. On June 24, 2022, LIV golfers were suspended by the DP World Tour from participating in co-sanctioned tournaments with the PGA Tour.\textsuperscript{144} LIV golfers, Ian Poulter, Adrian Otaegui, and Justin Harding, brought a lawsuit on July 1, 2022, against the DP Tour seeking a stay to their suspensions that would allow them to play in the Scottish Open held in July. An arbiter in England sided with the LIV golfers. The arbiter stated that Keith Pelley, DP Tour commissioner, did not adequately replicate “the guidelines for a disciplinary hearing,” and that he “was on record as having made strong adverse

\textsuperscript{140} Id.
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2023] ANTITRUST CHALLENGES BETWEEN PGA & LIV

The matter is scheduled to be heard again in court in February 2023. On August 3, 2022, eleven golfers who joined LIV Golf filed an antitrust lawsuit against the PGA Tour in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California. The lawsuit alleges that the PGA Tour, “has evolved into an entrenched monopolist with a vice-grip on professional golf. As the Tour’s monopoly power has grown, it has employed its dominance to craft an arsenal of anticompetitive restraints to protect its long-standing monopoly.” It is also argued that the PGA Tour’s actions are part of an “intentional and relentless effort to crush nascent competition before it threatens the Tour’s monopoly.”

It is reported that until the LIV Golf Tour launched, “no other golf tour in the world is a reasonable competitive substitute for the PGA Tour.” The LIV Golf Tour provides professional golfers with a meaningful services market option, but it is the PGA Tour’s “ability to force players into restrictive terms that foreclose them from playing in competing events and the ability to suppress player compensation below competitive levels.” The lawsuit filed by the plaintiffs claimed that the PGA Tour’s decision to suspend the golfers brings,
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“irreparable harm to the players and their ability to pursue their profession.” 153
The plaintiffs are seeking injunctive relief and damages under the Sherman Antitrust Act.

It is pointed out in the lawsuit filing that professional golfers are independent contractors and not employees of the PGA Tour. 154 It is argued the PGA Tour is willing to harm its own business through its attempts to squelch the existence of the LIV Golf Tour. The complaint states that not allowing the LIV golfers to participate in PGA Tour events:

> degrades the Tour’s strength of field and diminishes the quality of the product that it offers to golf fans by depriving them from seeing many top golfers participate in Tour events. The only conceivable benefit to the Tour from degrading its own product in this manner is the destruction of competition. 155

The lawsuit contrasts LIV’s approach to golfers’ participation as, “[d]uring weeks in which there is no LIV Golf Invitational Series tournament, LIV Golf encourages players to play wherever they choose, including Tour events, other events on other tours, or events that might be created in the future . . .” 156

The lawsuit documents the specific policies of the PGA Tour that are used to maintain its anticompetitive, monopolistic position. It cites the PGA Tour’s Conflict Event Regulation policy that prohibits its members from competing, without exception, in a non-PGA tournament or event in North America that takes place the same week that a PGA Tour event is held. 157 It notes that the commissioner of the PGA Tour has complete discretion to permit the golfers up to three times to play in non-PGA Tour international events. 158 The PGA Tour made a distinction between other one-time golf events and what it terms LIV Golf as a series of events, the majority of which in 2022 were played in the United States. 159

<153>Id. at 2.<br>154. That the golfers are independent contractors is mentioned ten times in the lawsuit filing. See id. at 2, 5, 20, 23, 25, 28, 82, 88, 90, 96.<br>155. Id. at 3.<br>156. Id. at 54.<br>157. Id. at 3-4.<br>158. Id. at 4.<br>159. A statement from the PGA Tour vice president is included in the lawsuit brief that reads, “[w]hile releases have been granted in limited circumstances for one-off events outside North America or for events outside of North America on tours based exclusively outside of North America, the event for which you have requested a release is the first in an eight-event “2022 LIV Golf Invitational Series” season, and more than half of them will be held in the United States.” Id. at 26.
The PGA Tour’s Media Rights Regulation is also cited by the LIV Tour golfers as a policy that is restrictive. This provision prevents golfers from participating in non-PGA-sanctioned tournaments that are shown on any media of any type. It is put forth that this policy acts as a disincentive for media companies to sign a broadcast agreement with the LIV Golf Tour.

The lawsuit also documents alleged collusion efforts of the PGA Tour. These include pressuring the Augusta National Golf Club, the Royal and Ancient golf organization, which runs The Open Championship, the DP World Tour, and the Official World Golf Rankings to not allot points for LIV Golf Tour events, and sponsors. The lawsuit also noted the PGA Tour’s efforts to discredit the LIV Golf Tour, including emphasizing its relationship with the government of Saudi Arabia as its funding source. Jay Monahan referred to the LIV Golf Tour in his interview on CBS as “a series of exhibition matches against the same players.”

LIV Golf claimed that the PGA Tour’s many increases in compensation were designed to make it less appealing for the top golfers to defect. Greg Norman wrote of the PGA Tour’s changes, “[i]t is a classic case of competition benefitting workers and customers. LIV Golf is the best thing that has happened to the careers of professional golfers. The PGA Tour never would have changed without it.” Norman added, “[l]ike other incumbent monopolies, the PGA Tour changed only because it was forced to. Now, in the time-honored tradition of market competition, it has reluctantly reacted to a new challenger . . . .”

Monahan issued a statement to the PGA Tour’s golfers on August 3, 2022, to explain the PGA Tour’s position on the antitrust lawsuit. He stated that, “[w]e have been preparing to protect our membership and contest this latest attempt to disrupt our Tour, and you should be confident in the legal merits of our
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position.‖ A summary judgment hearing was set for July 23, 2023, and a trial date of January 8, 2024.

Talor Gooch, Hudson Swafford, and Matt Jones left the PGA Tour and joined LIV Golf, but they petitioned the court for a temporary restraining order that would allow them to participate in the FedEx Cup Playoffs. The three golfers amassed enough points to qualify for the playoffs prior to their leaving the PGA Tour.

The position of the PGA Tour was that allowing these golfers to play in the FedEx Cup Playoffs would be, “an action that would harm all TOUR members that follow the rules.” Monahan stated, “[f]undamentally, these suspended players—who are now Saudi Golf League employees—have walked away from the Tour and now want back in.”

The PGA Tour cited that four of the other plaintiffs in the antitrust lawsuit also had enough points to qualify for the FedEx Cup Playoffs, but they were not seeking relief. The PGA Tour used that fact in its argument to the court to “recognize there is no emergency or irreparable harm” to the golfers seeking relief.

The PGA Tour took the opportunity in its brief to point out some characteristics of the LIV Golf Tour. The PGA Tour claimed that LIV, “is not a rational economic actor, competing fairly to start a golf tour. It is prepared to lose billions of dollars . . . .” The brief added that, “LIV’s direct ties to the Saudi government have cast a black cloud over its events and its players.”

The PGA Tour added that it “will suffer irreparable reputational damage if it is forced to give a stage to players engaged with LIV and to associate the PGA TOUR brand with the Saudi government’s efforts to ‘sportswash’ its deplorable reputation.”
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The PGA Tour also commented on the larger antitrust claims of the LIV Golf Tour. The brief, filed by the PGA Tour, stated,

“[s]uccessful entry by LIV Golf” demonstrates that the TOUR lacks the power to exclude competition . . . . In just its first year, LIV has established a tour that competes directly with the PGA TOUR, has more financial resources than the TOUR, and offers more guaranteed money to players than the TOUR.176

The court rejected the three golfers’ motion, citing that they failed to demonstrate how they would be irreparably harmed by not playing in the PGA Tour’s FedEx Cup Playoffs.177 Judge Beth Labson Freeman stated:

TRO Plaintiffs are not barred from playing professional golf against the world’s top players, from earning lucrative prizes in some of golf’s highest-profile events, from earning sponsorships, or from building a reputation, brand, and fan following in elite golf . . . . The only thing TRO Plaintiffs are barred from is pursuing these goals at PGA TOUR events.178

Judge Labson Freeman added, “TRO Plaintiffs each knew, going into negotiations with LIV Golf, that they were virtually certain to be cut off from TOUR play.”179 Judge Labson Freeman indicated that signing bonuses given to LIV Tour golfers are in part designed to offset a loss of financial opportunities that might have come from playing in PGA Tour events. She elaborated:

the LIV Golf contracts negotiated by the TRO Plaintiffs and consummated between the parties were based on the players’ calculation of what they would be leaving behind and the amount of money they would need to compensate for those losses. TRO Plaintiffs have signed contracts that richly reward them for their talent and compensate for lost opportunity through TOUR play. In fact, the evidence shows almost without
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a doubt that they will be earning significantly more money with LIV Golf than they could reasonably have expected to make through TOUR play over the same time period.  

VIII. DISCUSSION

The legal challenges that were brought on by the existence of the LIV Golf Tour and the PGA Tour’s response center on the antitrust principle of a competitive marketplace. There are dual antitrust issues in the case of the PGA Tour. The first issue is industry-related and if the PGA Tour’s behavior led to less industry competition. The second issue is labor-related and if the PGA Tour’s behavior led to a suppression of earnings.

There are three specific legal questions that need to be adjudicated based on these competitive issues. (1) Did the PGA Tour willfully acquire and maintain monopoly power in a relevant market, that being the professional golf industry? (2) Did the PGA Tour’s monopolization cause harm to another’s business, either the LIV Golf Tour or its golfers? (3) Were the actions of the PGA Tour conspiratorial, predatory, and constitute an unreasonable restraint of trade in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act? Applying the rule of reason standard is the legal remedy for these questions.

Under the first step of rule of reason, the LIV Golf Tour and its golfers have the burden of demonstrating that a less competitive marketplace was produced. This would be evidenced by an increase in price, a decrease in output, or a deterioration in quality. The issues related to a decrease in output or deterioration in quality appear to be more prevalent than the price to consumers to experience professional golf. Many golf tournaments’ final rounds are available on free, over-the-air television. LIV Golf desires to acquire a media partner for better exposure of its tournaments. It was reported in The Wall Street Journal on January 19, 2023, that LIV Golf reached an agreement with the CW Network to televise its tournaments in 2023.

An argument for a decrease in industry output would seem to be unfounded. The launching of the LIV Golf Tour meant that more professional golf was going to be played. The PGA Tour points to LIV Golf launching as insulating it from any charges that there is an anticompetitive marketplace in professional golf. LIV Golf also announced that it is expanding its tournament schedule in 2023 to fourteen events, furthering the increase of professional golf events.
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A deterioration in quality of professional golf can be argued in that the best
golfers will rarely compete against each other in a tournament. The major
championships will be the only opportunity. The current result of the PGA
Tour’s decision to suspend the golfers who participated in LIV Golf
tournaments is that professional golfers cannot compete on both golf tours. LIV
Golf claims that PGA Tour events would have a higher quality product by
having the LIV golfers participate in those tournaments, presumably on the
weekends when LIV does not have a tournament. LIV Golf is making an
argument that the PGA Tour is willing to offer a product of lesser quality to
continue its monopolistic position in professional golf. LIV Golf points out that
its business model was developed with the intention to coexist with the PGA
Tour. The professional golfers, who are independent contractors, can then
decide when and where they want to play.

If the concern of a less competitive marketplace is met under the rule of
reason’s first step analysis, the PGA Tour has to justify its actions as
procompetitive in the step two rule of reason application. The PGA Tour can
argue that its actions are producing a better environment for its members. The
PGA Tour increased the prize money for twelve of its regular season
tournaments, increased money for its Players Impact Program, and provided a
guaranteed salary of $500,000 to its members who do not earn that amount of
prize money in a season. The golfers who choose to remain as members or earn
membership onto the PGA Tour can reap these rewards. The PGA Tour had to
address the most attractive feature to join LIV Golf, the lucrative, guaranteed
payments to players. The PGA Tour can interject that it has a right to alter its
compensation system to remain competitive with its emergent business
challenge or risk having more golfers’ defect.

Having more tournaments with greater prize money will entice participation
for PGA Tour golfers. Therefore, a claim can be made that there will not be a
deterioration of quality of the professional golf product. These tournaments with
prominent golfers competing will help make the PGA Tour more appealing to
fans, television partners, and sponsors.

The PGA Tour can also make a procompetitive argument from a labor
perspective in that its tournaments allow earning opportunities to many more
professional golfers than the forty-eight golfers in a LIV Golf tournament. The
PGA Tour also created opportunities for DP World Tour golfers to be a part of
a PGA Tour field and more golfers will be promoted every year from the
developmental Korn Ferry Tour.
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There are two potential favorable outcomes for the PGA Tour. One, the United States Department of Justice drops its investigation without pursuing any legal remedies, as the government did in 1994.\footnote{Radnofsky & Beaton, supra note 5.} Two, the PGA Tour’s business operations, including the changes to its compensation system since the launch of the LIV Golf Tour, are considered procompetitive.

The more interesting potential outcomes worthy of analysis are if it is determined that the PGA Tour’s actions are not procompetitive. The third rule of reason standard that questions if less restrictive conduct alternatives are feasible will have to be applied. One possible alternative would have been for the PGA Tour to adopt the position that golfers are permitted to play on both tours. Many LIV tournaments and PGA tournaments are played simultaneously. The practical outcome would seemingly be that golfers play in the LIV Tour event that has higher prize money. Golfers have the opportunity to earn through both individual and team competition. The LIV Tour golfers also do not have to worry about being eliminated through the tournament cut. They are guaranteed to receive some compensation. If the top forty-eight golfers all played in the LIV Golf event, the PGA Tour event that week is less attractive. The ability to compete on both tours also does not mean that golfers will definitely want to play in the PGA Tour events on the weeks that there is not a LIV Golf tournament.

An assessment as to the level of harm being infused on the LIV golfers and the LIV Golf Tour will then have to be made if there is a legal demonstration that the PGA Tour’s actions are anticompetitive. This analysis leads to an interpretation of the facts of this case and the variables that will be deemed the most prevalent. The allegation put forth by the LIV golfers is that harm is being done by limiting their earning potential. The suspension of LIV golfers by the PGA Tour essentially eliminated playing opportunities and earning potential by no longer allowing them to participate in PGA Tour events. There are arguments that a player’s legacy, reputation, and ability to attract sponsors are also being harmed.

Conversely, the LIV Golf Tour golfers claim that they are being harmed by the PGA Tour’s decision to suspend them can be questioned. Professional golfers can choose which tour to commit their services. The LIV golfers made a choice to join this tour in which there is ample potential to make more money while playing less golf. In the one judicial ruling on the three LIV Tour golfers who sought injunctive relief to play in the PGA Tour’s FedEx Cup Playoffs, Judge Beth Labson Freeman commented that LIV golfers have the opportunity to play elite golf in the United States with guaranteed pay.\footnote{Order, supra note 177, at 10.}
The LIV Golf Tour claims that its business is being harmed by the PGA Tour’s actions. LIV Golf alleges that the PGA Tour pressured media networks, sponsors, and other golf organizations, notably the DP World Tour and the Official World Golf Rankings, to deprive it of critical business partnerships. The LIV Golf Tour, however, insinuated that a government investigation and an antitrust lawsuit were probable with a letter to golfers and their agents sent before the first LIV tournament was played or the PGA Tour implemented its changes.\textsuperscript{185} The position of the LIV Golf Tour would indicate that any action taken by the PGA Tour was going to be rendered anticompetitive. Any new professional sports league can, thus, deem that the established league has a monopoly and is acting to prevent the existence of a competitor.

The business decisions of the LIV Golf Tour can be brought into the analysis on the question of harm. The \textit{USFL v. NFL} case can be illustrative on the claims of the LIV Golf business being harmed by not being able to attract media partners and sponsors. The jury ruled there were decisions made by the USFL that caused its business challenges. The LIV Golf Tour being funded by the government of Saudi Arabia could become relevant as harm is debated.

There was repeated rhetoric coming from Jay Monahan that highlighted that the LIV Golf Tour was funded by Saudi Arabia. The PGA Tour could argue that it is that relationship that is preventing the LIV Golf Tour from acquiring media and sponsorship business partners. As evidence of this point, some sponsors that terminated their partnerships with golfers who joined LIV Golf referenced that tour’s association with the government of Saudi Arabia. Other sponsors did mention their relationship with the PGA Tour as a reason for their canceling a sponsorship with a LIV Golf Tour player. The sponsors and media organizations have a right to make decisions that align with their values and business objectives. The PGA Tour may also point out that it cannot coexist with LIV Golf as it too would then have an association with a controversial entity.

One potential outcome could be a ruling that is similar to the USFL case. A jury finds that the PGA Tour is trying to monopolize professional golf but finds that it is the decisions made by the LIV Golf Tour, particularly its relationship with Saudi Arabia, that is leading to whatever business challenges it is facing. This ruling may produce a verdict in favor of the LIV Golf Tour and its golfers, but with minimal damages provided. One notable difference between LIV Golf and the USFL is that the USFL immediately folded and the players were all owed to return to the NFL. LIV Golf can survive because of its deep-pocketed funding source.

\textsuperscript{185} Radnofsky & Beaton, \textit{supra} note 5.
Another outcome would be a ruling that the PGA Tour’s actions are monopolistic and caused harm to the LIV Golf Tour to the extent that requires a legal remedy. A jury could award the LIV Golf Tour and its golfers significant damages. This outcome might not alter the current professional golf environment. What could the court force the PGA to do in terms of altering its policies? Could the court compel the PGA Tour to lift its suspension and permit golfers to play in its events? It seems that the competitive marketplace for professional golfers will be in their choice of which golf tour they join. The court could be comfortable that the choice to shop their talents on the open market exists, but there are restrictions that result from that choice.